detecting retroviruses within a patient blood sample and discriminating HIV–1 samples within serum specimens. HIV–1 can be genetically classified into two major groups, group M (major) and Group O (outlier) with group O comprising all divergent viruses that do not cluster with group M. The identification of group O infections raised public health concerns about the safety of the blood supply because HIV–1 screening by group M-based serologic tests does not consistently detect group O infection.

The assay is based on the selective inhibition of Amp-RT reactivity of Group M viruses by nevirapine, a non-nucleoside RT inhibitor. Group O viruses can be generically identified by the resistance of their Amp-RT activity to nevirapine. The assay can be used to screen of the blood supply and to rapidly differentiate group M from group O virus.

**Potential Commercial Applications:**
- Clinical monitoring of individual patient antiretroviral therapy
- HIV/AIDS public health programs
- Surveillance of retroviral drug resistance
- Screening of blood donations

**Competitive Advantages:**
- Rapid diagnostic which greatly reduces time and labor for improved clinical monitoring of HIV treatment
- Ready for commercialization
- Easily adapted to kit format
- Assists continued usefulness of common antiretroviral therapeutics
- Useful for high-throughput serum samples screening

**Development Stage:** In vitro data available

**Inventors:** Thomas M. Folks, Wald Heneine, William Marshall Switzer, Shinji Yamamoto (all of CDC)

**Publications:**
Potential Commercial Applications:
- Selective killing of cells that express mesothelin, such as those seen with particular cancers.
- Specific cancers include malignant mesothelioma, pancreatic cancer and ovarian cancer.

Competitive Advantages:
- Targeted therapy decreases non-specific killing of healthy, essential cells, resulting in fewer non-specific side-effects and healthier patients.
- Use of human IL12 as the payload may reduce formation of neutralizing antibodies against the molecule, increasing therapeutic effectiveness.

Development Stage:
- In vitro data available
- In vivo data available (animal)

Inventors: Mitchell Ho, et al. (NCI)

Inventors at the NIH have identified a process to select highly tumor-reactive T cells from a peripheral blood sample derived from peripheral blood sample obtained from a patient’s peripheral blood sample. This process is based on isolation tumor-reactive T cells from the tumor, as it reduces the cost and complications of tumor resection, as well as provides a T cell product for patients without resectable lesions.

This new method for selecting tumor-reactive T cells from peripheral blood samples should help ACT immunotherapy become more GMP compliant and allow greater standardized of the production process to enable more widespread utilization of this personalized cancer treatment approach outside of NIH.

Potential Commercial Applications:
- Personalized ACT immunotherapy to treat cancers using T cells obtained from a peripheral blood.
- Possible integration into a standard procedure for obtaining tumor-reactive T cells from a peripheral blood as part of a GMP-compliant manufacturing process that gains regulatory approval as a personalized cancer treatment option.
- The immunotherapy component of a combination cancer therapy regimen targeting specific tumor antigens in individual patients.
- More rapid tumor-reactive T cell culturing process for laboratory testing.

Improved Personalized Cancer Immunotherapy: Rapid Selection of Tumor Reactive T Cells Based on Expression of Specific Cell Surface Markers From Peripheral Blood

Description of Technology: Scientists at NIH have identified a process to select highly tumor-reactive T cells from a patient’s peripheral blood sample based on the expression of two specific T cell surface markers: programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1; CD279) and/or T cell Ig- and mucin-domain-containing protein-3 (TIM-3). After this enriched population of tumor-reactive T cells is selected and expanded to large quantities, it gets re-infused into the patient to fight the tumor.

Development Stage:
- Early-stage
- In vitro data available

Inventors: Alena Gros and Steven A. Rosenberg (NIH)

Inventors at the NIH have created an immunocytokine targeting mesothelin for treating cancers that express mesothelin, such as those seen with particular cancers. The IL12–SS1 immunoconjugate is able to inhibit the growth human malignant mesothelioma in mouse xenograft models, suggesting it has significant potential as a cancer therapeutic.
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